EMETHY’S® RAINFOREST FORMULAS
Emethy’s® Rainforest Remedies are the most potent Emethy®
formulas ever made. Here’s why.....

Each Rainforest herb is hand harvested by Shamans from deep in the

Amazon Rainforest. The Amazon Rainforest produces the richest biological
incubator of plants on the planet. These forefront remedies embody
thousands of years of empirical indigenous knowledge passed down through
generations by Shamans who hand pick each wild crafted plant. The energy
of the Amazon biosphere environment is truly unique and dramatically differs
from anywhere else in the world. “There is something very special about
Rainforest formulas: Their effects seem to be more profound and act faster
than any other herbal product”.

ADRr Adrenal recharge! Our Adrenals play a major role in the “flight or fight” scenario. ADRr is
designed to give us that extra burst of energy producing a natural “jump start” energy surge
to our vital being.
BLDr Blood cleanse. Reduces cholesterol, stimulates bile, supports liver, helps digestion and fights
free radicals.
BWLr Cleanses bowel and colon. Reduces inflammation in intestines and colon soothing

diverticulitis.
CNSr Central Nervous System soother and a great pain-reliever. Calms nerves, reduces stress,
relives pain.
FUNr Fungus. Rids the body of Mold, Fungi, Yeast Infections, Ringworm and Candida. Kills
Bacteria and Free Radicals!
GLBr Gall Bladder. Removes gall stones, reduces cholesterol and battles free radicals.
HRTr For healthy blood pressure, palpitations, heart flutter and hypertension.
KIDr Kidney Support. Purifies blood and kidneys, an excellent urinary cleanser.
Continued.....Turn Over....

LIVr The Liver is a very important organ which acts as the body’s filter. LIVr rejuvenates
our delicate liver and lifts emotional energies (like sadness) linked with liver malfunction.
LIVr has high antioxidant activity. The high phenolic content of Chanca Piedra in LIVr has been
found to balance blood sugar and create optimal blood pressure levels.
LNGr Lung Rescue, Used for upper respiratory issues and asthma. Blocks allergies and reduces spasms.
LNGr is a great bronchial dilator that helps one to breath easier while relaxing muscles.
LYMr Use to keep the lymphatic system healthy and clean. Lymphocytes within lymph nodes police all fluid
and signal an immune response when an infection or foreign substance is detected. A clean Lymphatic
system is key to good health.
MNOr Menopause Relief. Stops hot flashes and other uncomfortable symptoms associated with this
transitional phase of life.
PANr For Pancreas. Creates healthy blood sugar levels. It is now believed that a faulty liver can result in
pancreas problems. Use LIVr in conjunction with PANr.
PARr Parasite/Bacteria. Kills parasites, expels worms and stimulates digestion.
SNSr Sinus Cleanse. Use for allergies, allergic reactions and to clear sinus congestion.
UPr Mood enhancer. A great formula to UPlift downer feelings and thoughts. The perfect remedy for
depression, anxiety and sleep disorders. UPr can be used in conjunction with the LIVr formula for ultimate
results.
VIRr Virus eliminator. Kills bacteria, prevents tumors and helps to eliminate leukemia cells.
VTLr Accelerate on all energy levels! Use to increase Vitality levels. Keeps your cells young and healthy.
Revitalizes skin, brain, liver, kidneys, gastric tract, heart and immune system.

The symbol r certifies an authentic Shaman selected Rainforest creation.
EMETHY® RAINFOREST FORMULAS LAST 5 FULL YEARS WITH UNLIMITED USE!
Limited Supply!
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RETAIL $80.00 EACH

